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To all whom it may concern:

totals, but this modification alone is not
Be it known that i, LOUIs E. GILEs, a citi sufficient to accomplish the end sought.
zen of the United States, residing in New As is now well known to those skilled in
York, in the county of New York and State the art, a machine of the character thus
5 of New York, have invented certain new and far generally described, if required to add 60
useful improvements in Computing Ma positive and negative numbers, irrespective
chines, of which the following is a specifica of liagnitude, and give correct results,
tion. . . . .
.
whether the same be positive or negative,
This invention relates to improvements must also be provided with means for add
10 in computing machines, and is herein dis ing an additional unit (commonly called the
closed as applied to an Underwood-Hanson fugitive unit), whenever a number is added
combined typewriting and computing ma which is of greater magnitude than the
chine, one form of which is illustrated number previously accumulated in the to
and described in the Minton atent, No. talizer, if Said numbers are of different char
J.5 1280,065, granted September 24, 1918; but acter, so as to cause the machine to pass 70
the invention is not limited in its applica through Zero. The additional unit must
tion to a machine of that particular type. always be of the same character as the num
A. machine of the character disclosed in be added.
the aforesaid Minton patent comprises In the prefered form of my invention
20 means for rotating the number-wheels of a as herein disclosed, provision is made for 75
totalizer in accordance with the digits of a adding the fugitive unit by novel mecha
numbera positive
to be added,
if theandnumber
repre nism which may be controlled, in part, by
sents
quantity,
for rotating
the usual case-shift key of the typewriter,
the number-wheels in the same direction in and, in part, by one of the usual typewriter
25 accordance with the complements of the number keys, as, for example, the “1” key. 80
digits of a number to be added, if the num The type-bar, operated by the key selected
be represents a negative quantity. This is for this purpose, is not as herein disclosed,
accomplished in accordance with the well provided with a type for printing in upper
known method of subtraction by comple C3Se.
30 mental addition.
The invention, in the form herein dis 85
Such a machine will satisfactorily add closed, also includes an index, in the nature
positive and negative numbers and give cor of a shield or shutter for the totalizer, which
rect results, so long as the aggregate of the Inay be moved to different positions, and
positive numbers computed is greater than thus caused to selectively point out or di
3.5 the aggregate of the negative numbers. It rect attention to figures of one or the other 90
will not, however, except by indirect meth of the different sets on the number-wheels,
ods, or by indirect readings, give correct re the figures from which a positive result is
sults when the aggregate of the negative to be read being indexed by one position
numbers computed exceeds the aggregate of of said shutter, and those from which a neg
the Dositive numbers,y that is, when
the com ative result is to be read being indexed by 95
.
putation requires the machine to “pass the other position thereof. Provision is
through Zero,” as that expression is used in made for operating this shutter by novel
the art.
. ..
mechanism which may also be controlled,
One
object
of
the
present
invention
is
to
in
part, by said typewriter case-shift key,
3.5 produce an algebraic computing machine. and, in part, by said number-key.
that is, one capable of adding positive and The invention may also include means for
negative numbers, irrespective of their rel locking all of the number-keys of the type
ative magnitudes, and of exhibiting a direct writer, except the “1” key, when the type
representation of the correct result, whether writer carriage is shifted to its upper-case
positive or negative. To this end, each of position, so as to prevent the accidental op 05
the number-wheels of the totalizer is pro eration of a key other than the one selected
vided with two sets of figures arranged in to shift the shutter and introduce the fugi
inverse order thereon; the figures of one set tive unit.
to be used to indicate positive totals, and If desired, one “9’ of the number-wheel
those of the other set to indicate negative of the highest denominational order may 10
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be replaced by a minus sign, and the other erate the shutter and fugitive unit-inserting
by a plus sign, for a purpose which will be mechanism, as above described, only after
explained.

the carriage has been moved one letter-space
puting zone. The machine may, however,
be provided with means for rendering the
denomination-selecting indexing mechanism
of the computing machine ineffective when
the typewriter carriage is moved to upper
case position, so that the shutter and the
fugitive unit-inserting mechanism may be
operated with the typewriter carriage in any
letter-space position without affecting other
parts of the computing mechanism.
Other features and advantages will here
inafter appear.
In the accompanying drawings.
figure 1 is a view, partly in section. and
partly in elevation, of a combined typewrit
ing and computing machine of the Under
wood-Hanson type, with my invention ap
plied thereto, parts being omitted to avoid
confusion.
Fig. 2 is a similar view, showing parts of
the mechanism in their operated positions.
In this view, the computing mechanism is
indicated as being set for subtraction. The

A machine of the above-described char beyond the lowest decimal order of a com

10

5

20

acter, with my improvement incorporated
therein, may be used in the usual manner
to effect ordinary arithmetical addition and
subtraction, but, should a negative number
be added which is of greater magnitude than
a positive number previously accumulated
and registered in the totalizer, what is
known as an overdraft would occur, that is,
the machine would be caused to pass through
zero. This would result, in a well-known
manner, in a series of carrying operations
from the number-wheel, the operation of
which produces the overdraft, from order
to order, to the number-wheel of highest
order in the totalizer, which would be
caused to turn from “0” to “9,’ or if the
above-mentioned substitution of characters

has been adopted, the highest number-wheel
will be caused to expose a minus sign. The
appearance of the “9' or of the minus sign
signifies to the operative that the machine
has passed through Zero, and that the re
sult exhibited by the totalizer is not the

true result.
30

3. 5

Whenever it thus appears that an over
draft has occurred, the operative with the
usual subtraction-key of the computing ma
chine set for subtraction, depresses the usual

typewriter caseshift key, then depresses the
usual “1” key of the typewriter, as if to
write “1,” and operates the general operator
of the computing machine. Such operation

of the machine will cause the fugitive unit
to be shifted, so as to expose the figures from
-i (). which the correct negative total is to be
read, to the exclusion of all others.
The shutter-operating mechanism and the
mechanism for inserting the fugitive unit
will not call for further attention, so long as
the successive results registered in the total
izer remain negative. Should a positive
number be subsequently added, which is of
greater magnitude than the negative result
previously accumulated and registered in the
totalizer, a “9.” Or, if the above-mentioned
substitution of characters has been made, a
plus sign will appear on the highest number
wheel, and will signify to the operative that
the machine has again been caused to pass
to be added in the totalizer and the shutter

, isthrough
zero, and that the number exhibited
not the true result. With the machine set
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for addition, the operative may then, by
simply depressing the shift-key and the “1”
key of the typewriter, and actuating the gen
eral operator, cause the fugitive unit of the
proper character to be inserted, and the
shutter to be shifted to expose or point out
the correct positive result.
Ordinarily, the shift-key and the “1” key
of the typewriter would be depressed to op

typewriter case-shift-key is indicated as be
ing depressed to operate mechanism by
which the units rack bar of the totalizer and
the shutter-operating rack bar are advanced
to pin-setting positions, and to operate
mechanism by which the carriage-controlled
denomination - selecting mechanism is dis
abled and by which the typewriter number
keys, other than the “1” key, are locked.
The “1” key is also indicated as being de
pressed to operate the pin-setting mecha
nism to Set a pin on the units rack bar and
one on the totalizer index or shutter-operat
ing rack bar.
Fig. 3 is a plan view, drawn to a larger
Scale, showing the rack bars with their in
dexing devices or pins, the totalizer, its
shutter or indexing device, and the shutter
operating mechanism,
Fig. 4 is a view, partly in section, and
partly in side elevation, of the snutter-op
erating mechanism shown in Fig. 3. In this
view, the shutter is illustrated in a position
such as to permit a positive reading to be
taken from the totalizer, and the shutter
operating mechanism, including the rack
bal, interponent, and cross-bar of the gen
eral operator, in the positions in which they
would appear at the end of the stroke of the
general operator which results in the shift.
ing of the shutter to the position shown.
Fig. 5 is a diagram of the developed periph
eral surface of one of the number-wheels.
illustrating its two sets of oppositely ar.
ranged figures.
Fig. 6 is a view similar to that shown in
Fig. 5, but illustrating a modification in ac
cordance with which characters and figures
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may be applied to the number-wheel of
highest denominational order. In this view,
the two “9’’s are replaced, one by a plus
sign, and the other by a minus sign.
7 is a detail view in front elevation.
5 of Fig.
mechanism for locking all of the number
keys of the typewriter, when Writing com
mas to point off a number, or when Writing
a decimal point, or for locking all of the
() number-keys except a key operated to write
a zero or a digit until such operation is com
pleted. This view also shows, at or near
the left end, the special means for locking
all of the number-keys except the “1” key
when the case-shift-key is depressed.
Fig. 8 is a view, partly in section, and
partly in side elevation, of the parts shown
in Fig. 4, drawn to a larger scale. This
view illustrates the shutter in such a posi
tion as to permit a positive reading to be
taken from the totalizel' and all other parts
in normal position.
Fig. 9 is a similar view of the same parts
of the mechanism, illustrating the shutter in
25 such position as to permit a negative reading
to be taken from the totalizer, and the shut
ter-operating mechanism, including the
lack-bar, its indexing pin, and the driving
element of the general operator, in the posi
30 tions in which they would appear at the end
of the stroke of the general operator, which
results in the shifting of the shutter to the
position shown.
Fig. 10 is a diagrammatic detail view, in
5 perspective, showing certain of the novel
eleme: its of the mechanism detached from
her parts of the machine.
The machine to which my invention is

'ei disclosed as being applied, in the ex

cmplification selected for illustration, coin
prises an Underwood typewriter designated
generally by the reference character 20,

g

forth by a universal frame 35. This frame
is moved at each depression of an alphabet
key 22 or number key 23 by a heel 36 on the
corresponding type-bar, which engages the
frame 35, when the type-bar is swung to 70
bring its type to the printing point. The
carriage 29 is constantly urged to move in a
direction from right to left (looking at the
machine from the front) by a spring-motor
(not shown).
The machine may also be provided with
the usual or any other appropriate tabulat
ing mechanism for effecting rapid move
ments of the carriage 29 to any desired let
ter-Space position. Such mechanism may 80
comprise keys 37, which, through the intel
mediary of mechanism (not shown) may
cause decimal stops 38 to be projected into
the path of movement of column-stops 39, 85
which may be adjustably positioned on a
tabulator stop-bar 40. The rack 31 is
mounted on arms 41 pivotally secured to the
carriage 29, so that on depression of any of
the keys 37, said rack may be raised (by
means not disclosed), and thus disengaged
from the pinion 32, thereby allowing the
carriage to be moved by its spring-motor
until the column-stop 39 contacts with the
set decimal stop 38. Such mechanism is in 95
common use, and is disclosed in many pat
ents of the prior art, for example, see the
patient to Minton, heretofore referred to.
The platen may be mounted in the letter
spacing carriage through the intermediary
of
a shift frame 42, which may be movably O)
mounted in said letter-spacing carriage, so
that the platen may be shifted from the
position indicated in Fig. 1, in which the
lower-case types 27 may be brought to the 05
printing point, to ail elievated io.si:iii., ii.
which upper-case types 43 may be brought
to the printing point. In the ion herein
shown, the type-bar's operated by the num
ber keys are provided with lower-case types
27, but with no upper-case types 43. To elie
vate the shift frame, there may be provided
the usual case-shift mechanism comprising a

90

mounted on a computing machine of the
iaison type similarly designated by the
refei'ence character 21. Such a machine
cosapiises, annong other things, (see Fig. 1)
alihabet keys 22 and number keys 23 mount
ed oil key-level's 24 connected,
through - bell key 44 mounted on a lever 45 having an aim
cranks 25, to type-ba's 26, so that on depres- . 46, which, on depression of said key, will i 5
ision of any of said keys the corresponding rock a frame 47, which supports a rod. 48,
type-bar will be swung upwardly and rear forming a rail or runway for a roller 49.
wardly to bring lower-case types 27 to a mounted on the lower portion of the shift:
printing point at the front of a platen 28 frame 42, and thus cause said shift frame to
.
ounted in a letter-spacing carriage 29. be raised to upper-case position.
5
The
number
keys
23
not,
only
operate
the
This
carriage
is
mounted
for
step-by-step
5. letter-spacing movements in a direction par umber-printing type-bars and control the 120
aliel with the axis of the platen under the typewriter escapement, as above described,
control of an escapement mechanism, desig hit also operate meals for setting indexing
nated generally by the reference character devices so as to set up or index a preliminary
30. This escapement mechanism comprises representation of the number typewritten in 125
a rack 3i mounted on the carriage 29, and a part of the computing mechanism, which
having engagement, with a pinion 32 co will next be described. For this purpose.
lected to an escapement wheel 33, which is each of the number keys representing the
introlled in its
its rotation by a- - -pair
- - - of
- dogs digits from “1” to '9' is provided with a
which, in turn, may be rocked back and depending bar 60 (Figs. 1 and 7), which, 130

1.
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on depression of said key, may engage an
an: 61, oil a rock-shaft 62, normally con
jected to ai: index-setting device or pin-set
iiig linkage 63 (Fig. 1). There is one of
3 these pin-setting linkages normally repre
sentative of each of the digits “1” to “9.”
respectively, and each is normally engaged
by ail arm (it extending from the corre
spolidii: l'iik shaft 62. The lower bars or
i.einbei's 65 of the linkages (33 are designed
to set indexing devices, herein disclosed as
pils 66 (Figs. 1 and 3), mounted in rack
ba's 6, having teeth 6S to mesh with the
teeth of pinions (39, each connected with a
totalizei numbei wheel 0. The pin-setting
mechanisia herein generally disclosed is
more fully illustrated and described in pat
ents of the prior art, see, for example, Pat
ent No. 1278,832, granted September 10,
1918, to Hans Hanson.
The pins (36 are normally out of effective
'ange of inovement of the pin-Setting bal's
65, but are brought into setting relation
with
said bars, one by one, in a manner
2 5 which will now be described. In the afore
said patent to Hanson, the rack-bars are
normally at a level which places the heads of
the pins too far below the pin-setting bars
to be affected thereby when said bars are op
erated by the keys, and the setting relation
is established by lifting the rack-bars, one
by one, by mechanism controlled in accord
ance with the letter-spacing movement of
the typewriter carriage. In this case, how
35 ever, as in the aforesaid Minton patent, the
indexing pins are normally placed out of
alinement with the pin-setting bars, (see
Fig. 1), so that an operated pin-setting bar
would be lowered between two pins and not
40 affect the same. The pins are brought into

50

55

60

setting relation (indicated in Fig. 2) by a
slight forward movement, one after another,
of the rack-bars 67, by means which will
now be very generally set forth, the same be
ing more specifically disclosed in the patents
of the prior art, see, for example, Patent
No. 1,287,801, granted December 10, 1918, to:
Frederick A. Hart.
To establish the above-mentioned setting
relation between the pin-setting bars 65 and
the indexing pins 66, denomination-select
ing mechanism is provided, which comprises
one or more tappets 80. (Figs. 1 and 10),
each mounted on a supporting arm or block
81, which may be adjustably attached to a
rod S2 secured to the typewriter carriage.
The tappets 80, during the letter-spacing
movement of the typewriter carriage, may
be brought seriatin into engagement with a
series of jacks 83, (Fig. 1), pivoted at 84 in
a supporting member 85 secured by brackets
S6 to the machine frame. The jacks 83, as

65

they are engaged one after another by a tap
pet S0, are rocked slightly in a clockwise di
rection, so as to depress thrust rods 87, one

for each jack, and thereby rock levers 88,
One for each rod, which, through transposi
tion linkages 89, may rock bell-cranks 90,
each having an arm which engages a pin 91
On one of the lack-bars 67, and by which
Said bal's may be slightly advanced one after
another to bring the pins 66 in alinement or
3etting relation with the pin-setting bars 65,
as illustrated in Fig. 2.

70

Inasmuch as the letter-spacing carriage 75
29 travels from right to left, whereas num
bel's should be indexed in the computing
mechanism from left to right, the order in
which the rack-bars are advanced to bring
the pins into setting relation must be in 80
verse to that in which the jacks S3 are rocked
by a tappet S0. This is accomplished by a
transposition mechanism including the levers
S8, linkages 89 and bell-cranks 90 (Figs. 1
and 8), more specifically illustrated and de 85
scribed in the aforesaid Hart Patent No.

1.2S7,301.
After the digits of a number to be com

puted have been indexed by setting the pins
on the lack-bars 67, the rack-bars are moved 90
forward by means, hereinafter described, so
as to rotate the pinions 69 (Fig. 1) and their
connected number wheels 70, and thus regis
ter the typewritten number in the totalizer,
designated generally by reference character 95
100. The number wheels 70 have characters
or figures on their peripheries from which
the number accumulated in the totalizer may
be read at a sight-opening 101 in the ma
chine casing 102. The forward movement 00
of the rack-bars, previously referred to, is
effected by a general operator, comprising
cross-bars 103, 104 (Fig.1), secured at their
ends to slide bars 105 having teeth 106 in
engagement with teeth of pinions 107, which 05
are, in turn, in engagement with teeth of
sectors 108 fast upon a shaft 109, which may
be rotated by an upwardly and rearwardly
extending crank handle (not shown), com
monly used on machines of this character. 10
On pulling said handle forward, the rota
tion of pinions 107 by Sectors 108 will cause
the slides 105 to be moved forward and

thereby advance the cross-bars 103 and 104.
The cross-bar 103 lies just below the rack
bars 67, and the ends of the pins 66, when
set, are projected downwardly into the path
of movement of said cross-bar, so that, on
forward movement of said bar, the rack
bars in which pins have been set will also
ha moved forward. The distance each rack
bar will be advanced, and the amount that

1.5

20

its corresponding number wheel will be ro

tated, will be determined in each instance

by the particular one of the indexing pins on
The totalizer is provided with tens-car
rying mechanism, which may be of the type
commonly used in machines of the character
herein described, for causing each number

125

said rack-bar which has been set.

30
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wheel, except that of units order, to be ad
vanced one step whenever the wheel of next
lower denominational order is moved from
its “9” position to its “0” position. Such
5 carrying mechanism may include the usual
transfer members 120; (Fig. 1), carry-over
assisting members 121, and holding pawls
122 and 23. The connections between the
pinions
69 and the number wheels 70 are
10 in the nature
of one-way clutches (illus
trated and described in detail in the afore
said Hanson patent), such that said number
wheels are rotated in a clockwise direction
on forward movement of the rack-bars, but
on rearward movement of said bars, the pin
ions 69 may rotate idly while the number
wheels 70 are held by the pawls 122, unless
advanced by the carrying mechanism. The
carry-over assisting devices 121 are rotated
20 during the return of the slide bars 105 of
the general operator as the result of the en
gagement of teeth 124 with the teeth of a
pinion 125, which, in turn, engage the teeth
of a pinion 126, having a one-way driving
25 connection (also illustrated and described
in said Hanson patent) with the shaft 127
on which said carry-over assisting devices
are mounted. On forward movement of the

slide bar 105, the one-way connection be

tween the pinion 126 and shaft 127 permits
the pinions 125 and 126 to rotate idly with
out rotating said shaft. Carrying mecha
nism of the type herein very generally dis
closed is in common use, and is fully illus
35 trated and described in the patents of the
prior art, for example, see the aforesaid
Hanson patent.
On return of the general operator, cross
bar
103 engages lugs 128 (Fig. 1) on the
40 rack-bars 67, which are thereby returned to
their normal positions. On return of the
general operator, the set indexing pins are
also restored to normal positions. This is
effected by a pin-resetting or restoring plate
45 129, mounted for up-and-down movement
by pivoted connections to arms of bell
cranks 130 (Fig. 1), journaled on shafts
131 said bell-cranks being connected to ro
tate
together by links 132. A dog 133 is
50 mounted for one-way rotation on the gen
eral operator, so that on forward movement
thereof, it may snap idly over a lug 134
fixed to the forward of the two shafts 131,
but on return movement of said general op
55 erator, the dog 133 lifts the lug 134, so as to
rotate the said shaft 131 in a counter-clock
wise direction, and thus cause an arm 135,
secured to said shaft, to elevate the resetting
plate 129, and thereby restore all of the
60 pins, which have been set, to their normal
positions. The pin restoring mechanism,
herein very generally disclosed, is in com
mon use and is fully illustrated and de
scribed in prior patents, see for example,
30
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the aforesaid Hanson patent.

5.

The machine may be provided with means
whereby any number key, when depressed,
will lock all the others, so as to prevent the
depression of a second key until after the
first key depressed has been released and re 70
stored to normal position. For such pur
pose (see Figs. 1 and 7), each key is pro
vided with a depending bar 140, which may
normally pass between two adjacent mem
bers of a series of pendent locking elements 75
141 secured to the machine frame by pivot
ec Connections 142, the pendants being dis
posed in series between abutments 143 so
Spaced, relatively to the sum of the width
of Said locking pendants, that when any two 80
of Said pendants are separated by a bar 140
of any particular key, all the other pendants
will be tightly closed, one against another,
so as to prevent the depression of any other
key. In order that such locking mechanism 85
may be effective on the “0” key, as well as
the keys representative of the digits “1” to
“9, the “0” key may be placed in line with
said digit keys and provided with a similar
bar 140.

The above-described key-locking mecha

90

nism may also be used as means to prevent
the depression of a number key when the
typewriter carriage has been spaced to a po
sition for writing a comma between the 95
digits of a number to point off the same, or
to a position for writing a decimal point.
To this end, there may be provided (see Fig.
3) special jacks 150, each connected through
a linkage (not fully shown) with a corre 00
sponding link 151, (Fig. 1), having a pin
and-slot connection with an arm 152 fast on

a rock-shaft 153. Also fast on said rock

shaft 153 is a forwardly extending arm 154
(Figs. 1 and 7), having a wedge-shaped ex
tremity, which may be forced between a
pair of the locking elements 141 lying be
tween two keys. When any of the special
jacks 150 are engaged by a tappet 80, the
rock-shaft 153 will be slightly rotated by
one of the arms 152 in a clockwise direction,
thus forcing the end of the arm 154 between
the adjacent locking elements and crowding
all of the elements of the series together, so
as to lock all of the number keys and thus
prevent their operation. Locking mecha
nism of the character herein very generally
disclosed is in common use, and may be
found fully illustrated and described in
prior patents. See, for example, the afore
said Hanson patent, and Patent No.

105.

ll0

5

20

1,270,411 granted June 25, 1918, to Freder

ick A. Hart.

-

The machine may also be provided (as in
the aforesaid Minton patent) with means
for disabling the computing mechanism
when the typewriter carriage is in a comput
ing zone, that is, in a zone in which the
tappet 80 may becaused to engage the jacks
83. When such disabling means is provided,

25

36
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typewriting may be effected in such a Zone geometric addition of negative quantities as
without computing. To this end, each arm well as to add positive quantities. In the
or block 81 (Figs. 1 and 10) is pivotally at particular machines to which reference has

tached to the rod S2, and is normally sup
ported at its outer end by a car 160 at a level
such that its tappet 80 may pass below the
jacks S3 without engaging and rocking them.
To elevate the end of an arm 81 when the
carriage enters a computing Zone, so as
10 to cause its tappet 80 to engage and rock
the jacks, the arm is provided with a roller
161 which mounts and rides along the zone
controlling roller 162 having tapered ends,
said roller being mounted between the arms
15 163 extending from a rock-shaft 164 mount
ed in brackets secured to the machine frame.
The roller 162 may be normally held in the
path of the roller 161 by means of a spring
165 connecting one of the arms 163 to the
20 machine frame. As the carriage enters a
computing zone, the roller 161 rides up the
inclined end of the roller 162, thus cam
ming the end of the arm 81 upward, and
causing said arm to rotate sufficiently about
25 the rod 82, to bring the tappet S0 into co
operative relation with the jacks S3. Each
arm 81 may be provided with one o' more
teeth in engaging relation with slots o'
notches in the bar 16), said teeth and notches
30 serving as means to maintain the adjust
ment of the arm when in either its normal
position or when slightly elevated into its
operative position. Each arm Si may be
adjusted along the bar 82 by rotating the
ame sufficiently to disengage its teeth from
the slots or notches in the bar 160, after
which said arm may be moved along the
ball S2 to a position corresponding with any
desired letter-space division of the type
40 writer scale.
To operate the above-described mecha
nism so as to disable the computing mecha
nism when the typewriter carriage is in a
computing Zone, there may be provided (as
45 in the aforesaid Minton patent) a non-add
key 166 (Fig. 1) mounted on the forward
end of a thrust bar 167 pivotally connected
to a lever 168, one arm of which may be
caused to engage and move an arm 169 fast
upon the rock-shaft 164, so as to impart a
slight clockwise rotation thereof against the
influence of the spring 165, and thus move
the roller 162 out of the path of the rollers
16). The operation of the non-add key 166.
55 therefore, disables the carriage-controlled
denomination-selecting mechanism compris
ing the tappets 80, jacks 83, and parts con
trolled thereby.
Machines of the type disclosed in the
60 aforesaid patents to Hanson and Minton,
and in the Thornton Patent, No. 1,283,360.
granted October 29, 1918, and referred to
in said Minton patent, are provided with
means whereby the machine may be used
65 to subtract, or, in other words, to effect the

been made, this subtraction is accomplished
by adding complements of digits of the
numbers to be subtracted in a manner now
well known to those skilled in the art,

This is effected by providing the machine
with adjustable index-setting ol' pin-setting
mechanism and by providing means for 75
'arying the coöperative relation between the
number' keys and such mechanism, so that a
given number key may set one indexing pin
when indexing a number to be added, and
So that the same number key may set a dif 80
ferent or complementary pin when indexing
a number to be subtracted. In such a ma
chine, the number wheels rotate in the same
direction for subtraction as for addition,
the extent of rotation only being different.
Fol accomplishing the last-mentioned
purpose, the shafts 62 (Fig. 1) are mounted
for endwise movement in the machine
frame, so that their alms 64, which are
normally connected with pin-setting link 90
ages 63 in such manner that the number
keys may cause pins to be set in accordance
with the digits represented by said keys,
may be disconnected from said linkages, 95
and other arms on said shafts may be moved
into engaging relation with said linkages in
a different relation, so that said number
keys may cause pins to be set in accordance
with the complements of the digits repre 100
sented by said keys. In this changed re
lation, the “1” key may set an “S” pin, the
2” liey a “pin, the “3 key a “6” pin, etc.
To accomplish the above-indicated results,
the shafts 62 may be shifted in unison from 05
the addition position indicated in Fig. 1, to
the subtraction position, indicated in Fig. 2.
by a universal shift bar 180 (Fig. 1).
which engages notched portions of said
shafts. The parts of the subtraction-setting 10
mechanism thus fal' generally disclosed are
fully illustrated and described in the afore
said Hanson patent.
The universal shift bar is pivoted at its
upper edge, and is provided with an arm 181 15
(Fig. 1), which has a pin-and-slot connec
tion with an arm 1.82 on a rock shaft 183.
The rock shaft 183 is provided with a sec
ond alm 184, having a pin-and-slot connec
tion with a subtraction-setting bar 185.
mounted for endwise movement in the ma
chine frame.

The subtraction-setting bar 185 (Fig. 1)
is normally locked in its forward position
against the tension of a spring 186 by a
detent 187 engaging a notched portion of
said bar. The detent may be caused to re
lease said bar by pressing forward a sub
traction key 188, mounted on the forward
end of a thrust rod 189, pivotally connerted
to an arm 190, rigidly secured to a rock
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shaft .191, to which said detent 187 is also
fixedly attached, and by means of which
it may be moved out of engagement with
said key bar. This part of the subtraction
setting mechanism, in the form herein gen
erally set forth, is fully illustrated and
described in the aforesaid Minton patent.
The means for setting the machine for

O

5

subtraction by complemental addition should
also include means for setting all of the
“9 pins when the subtraction key is pressed
forward. This is for the reason, as is now

well known to those skilled in the ait, that
whenever, a “0” appears in any denomina
tional order of a number to be computed, the
“9' pin should be set on the rack bar of

corresponding denomination to prepare the
same for a nine-step advancement. It is
also necessary that the “9’ pins on all rack
20 bars of denominational orders higher than
that of the first digit of the number to be

subtracted should be set. But since the de

pression of the “0” key to print the “0” does

not affect the computing mechanism, and
since no keys are operated by which pins
on the bars of higher order than that of the
first digit of said number can be set, it is
necessary to provide other means for Setting
the
pins, which, in machines of the character
30 herein described, is included as a part of the
subtraction - setting mechanism. Means is
also provided whereby, on the depression
of any of the digit keys from “1” to “9”, the
set '9' pin of corresponding denomina
35. tional order will be restored to its normal
position.
w
: For the purpose of accomplishing the
above-indicated results, each of the “9’ pins
is connected to a setting and restoring lever
40 192 (see Fig. 2), and there is provided it
special “9 pin-setting bar 193 which is de
pressed when the subtraction setting bar
185 is moved rearwardly by mechanism, not
25

45

shown herein, but which is fully illustrated
and described in the aforesaid Minton
patent. When said “9 pin-setting bar is
thus depressed, it is brought into contact
- -

with raised portions 194 (Figs. 2 and 10) on
50 thereby rocked in a counterclockwise direc
tion so as to set the connected “9’ pins.
There is also provided as in said Minton
patent, a “9 pin-restoring linkage having a
resetting bar 195 (Fig.2), said restoring
linkage and bar being similar to the linkages
63 and pin-setting bars 65, heretofore de
scribed. Each of the shafts 62 is also pro
the forward ends of said evers, which are

60
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vided with an arm similar to the arms 64,
which is moved into coöperative relation
with the “9’ pin-restoring linkage when the

e
subtraction-setting bar 185 is moved ’ea
ward, but said arm is normally disconnected
from said linkage so that the same will not
be operated by the number keys when the
machine is set for addition. When any of

7

the keys, representative of the digits “1” to
“9', is depressed to set a pin corresponding
to a complemental digit on one of the rack
bars 67, after the machine has been set for
subtraction and the '9' pins have therefore
been set, as heretofore described, the '9' pin
resetting bar 195 (Fig. 2) will be depressed,
SO as to engage the upturned rear end 196
of the lever 192 which will have been ad
vanced by the denomination-selecting mech
anism into coöperative relation with said
bar. Normally, the upturned ends 196 of
the evers 192 will stand a little to the rear
of the resetting bar 95, so as to be out of
coöperative relation therewith, as indicated
in Fig. 1. The elevated portions 194 of said
level's, on the other Shi, are normally po
sitioned So as to be depressed when the “9”
pin-setting bar 193 is lowered.
To complete the subtraction-setting mech
anism, there is also provided means for im
parting an extra step of rotation to the units
number wheel at each subtraction operation,
the necessity for which is well known and is
fully explained in the aforesaid Hanson pat
ent. In this instance, I have very generally
indicated, as a means for accomplishing this
purpose, the supernumerary bar 197 (Fig.
3), having mounted thereon a trigger or in
terponent 198, indicated in broken lines in 95
Fig. 2. The supernumerary bar is provided
with a pin-advancing portion 199 (Fig. 3),
which conforms in size and shape with a re
cess or cut-away portion 200 of the general
operator cross-bar 103. The supernumerary OO
bar 197 is provided with neither rack teeth
nor denomination-selecting mechanism, its
function being to modify the coöperative re
lation between the general operator and the
units rack bar. If the machine is set for 05
addition, the Supernumerary bar remains
stationary while the general operator cross
bar 103 moves forward until its pin-advanc
ing portion 199 coincides with the recess 200. O
at which time the front of the pin-advanc
ing portion 199 will be in alinement with the
front or pin-advancing edge of the generai
operator cross-bar 103. On further move
ment, the general operator cross-bar 103 and
the supernumerary bar will move forward 5
together, and the effect upon a set pin in the
units rack bar is not different from that
upon set pins of any of the other rack bars.
When the machine is set for subtraction, 2
however, the interponent or trigger 198 is
set by the “9’ pin-setting bar on depression
of the subtraction key, so as to effect a dif
ferent driving engagement from the cross
bar 103 through said interponent to said
Supernumerary bar, as a result of which the 25
supernumerary bar is moved forward with
the front edge of the pin-advancing portion
199 sufficiently ahead of, or in the lead of,
the pin-advancing edge of the cross-bar 103
to effect an extra step of movement of the SO
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units rack bar; that is, if a “9 pin has been
set by the subtraction-setting bar, the units
rack bar will be moved forward ten steps in
stead of nine, or, if an “8”, or a “7”, or a
“6”, etc., pin has been set as a result of the
depression of a “1”, or a “2, or a “3’, etc.,
key, respectively, the rack bar will be ad
vanced nine, or eight, or seven, etc., steps,
respectively. This form of extra unit-ad
O vancing mechanism is somewhat different
from that disclosed in the aforesaid Hanson
patent, but is fully illustrated and described
in the above-mentioned patent to Thornton.
In this case, as in that, since no pin is set
5 by the '9' key when the machine is set for
subtraction, there must be a lug (not shown
herein, but clearly illustrated and described
in said Thornton patent) projecting down
wardly from the units racks bar at a distance
20 forward of the “1” pin equal to one step of
rack-bar movement, so as to provide for the
one-step movement to be imparted to the
units rack bar by the driving portion 199
when 9 is to be subtracted in units place.
e 5 As in the patent last referred to, the trigger
or interponent 198 is restored to normal po
sition by the pin-restoring plate 129.
To restore the subtraction-setting bar and
parts controlled thereby to their normal po
sitions, so as to re-set the machine for addi
tion, there is provided a lug 210 (Fig. 2),
which is engaged by the cross-bar 103 of the
general operator, on its forward movement,
when running a number to be subtracted
35 into the totalizer, and by which said bar is
moved forward against the influence of
the spring 1S6 until the detent 187 reengages
the notched portion of said bar.
Machines of the character thus far gen
40 erally described are in common use, are
fully illustrated and described in the patents
to which reference has been made, and, per
se, constitute no part of my invention.
Many ancillary parts of the machine, as dis
45 closed in the aforesaid Minton patent, which
may be used on a machine with my inven
tion applied thereto, but upon the presence
of which it is in no manner dependent, have
been omitted for the purpose of simplifying
50 the disclosure. Such omitted parts include
the motor for driving the general operator,
the automatic motor-starting trips and sub
traction-setting trips controlled by the
movement of the typewriter carriage, the
55 means for locking the number keys during
a subtraction-setting, the means for dis
abling the motor-starting trips and subtrac
tion-setting trips during the operation of
the general operator, the means for dis
60 abling the motor-starting trips and auto
matic subtraction-setting mechanism by the
non-add key and by manual means inde
pendent of the non-add key, the automatic
restoring means for the non-add key, the
65 means for locking the subtraction-setting

mechanism during operation of the general
operator, the means for locking the number
keys, for closing the sight-opening, and for
locking the subtraction-setting mechanism
after a number has been indexed so as to 70
yarn the operative to set the general oper
ator in action, and the means for holding
the subtraction-setting mechanism in set po
sition and for releasing the same at will.
I will now describe the novel features,
which in connection with parts of the ma
chine already described, exemplify one form
of my invention.
The number wheels of the totalizer are
each provided with two sets of figures, one 80

set, designated 220 (Fig. 5), for exhibiting
positive results, and the other set, desig
nated 221, to exhibit negative results. Each
set comprises a “0” and the digits “1” to
“9, the figures of one set being alternated 85
with those of the other and arranged in in
verse order of increasing magnitude. The
figures of the different sets may be distin
guished from each other, as, for example,

by making those of one set black and those
of the other set red, as indicated in full
and broken lines, respectively. As herein

disclosed, two '0's are placed together, and
the numbers of the sets are so arranged that 95
any digit of one set added first to one and
then to the other of its two neighboring
digits of the other set will add nine and ten,
respectively. This particular arrangement
is not a neressary one, but may be varied, 100
the only condition being that the position
and operation of the totalizer-index or shut
ter, hereinafter to be described, are, in cer
tain respects, determined by the particular
relative arrangement of the digits of the
two sets of figures on the number wheels. 105
In order to positively and selectively di

rect attention to the figures of one or the
from which a reading is to be taken, de
pending upon whether the result accumu
lated in the totalizer is positive or negative,

other of the two sets on the number wheels

there is provided an index which, as herein
disclosed, is in the nature of a shield or
shutter 230 (Figs. 2, 3, 4, S, and 9), having
a sight-opening 231 of sufficient width to
expose one row of characters only on the
number wheels. This shutter may be piv
otally mounted upon the shaft 232, on which
the number wheels are journaled, and so

positioned as to lie between the peripheries
of the number wheels and the totalizer-cas
ing 102. The sight-opening 101 in said cas
ing is of sufficient width to expose two adia
cent rows of figures on the number wheels,
and the shutter is capable of shifting so as

to expose either row and to conceal the
other.
The shutter 230 normally stands in the
position indicated in Fig. 8, which is desig
native of a positive result in the totalizer,
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to its negative designating position.
in which case the upper of the two rows of tion
A subsequent setting of the indexing de

figures, coincident with the sight-opening
101, is exposed (see Fig. 3). To shift the
index or shutter to its position illustrated
5 in Fig. 9, designative of a negative result
in the totalizer, and in which it exposes the
lower of the two rows coincident with the
sight-opening 101, there is provided a ro
tary actuator, here shown as a disk 233,
which may be, in many respects, similar to
the totalizer number wheels, and may be
journaled on the same shaft 232, on which
said number wheels are journaled. This
shutter-operating disk may be provided with
a cam 234 to coöperate with a cam-follower

in the nature of a lever 235, pivotally se
ruled, by means of a bracket 236, to the
under side of the machine casing 102; and
said lever may be connected by a link 237
to the index or shutter 230. A spring 238
normally tends to hold the follower 235
against the cam. The relative position of

the sight-opening 231 in the index to the

'ed and black numbers on the totalizer

25

30

wheels is indicated diagrammatically in

Figs. 8 and 9 by the alternated full and
broken line figures 239, spaced about the

periphery of the disk.
As in the case of the number wheels, the
shutter-operating disk 233 is connected.
through a one-way driving clutch, with a
pinion 240 having teeth in engagement with

vice 243 causes the general operator to ad
Yance the indeX - operating rack-bar two
steps, so as to complete the rotation of the 70
shutter-operating disk, thus returning the
shutter to its normal position, designative
of a positive result, as represented in Fig.
4. Fig. 8 shows the same parts of the mech
anism after the general operator has been 75
restored and the indexing devices have been
restored by the pin-resetting plate 129.
In the form herein disclosed, there may
be provided a spring detent 246 (Fig. 8),
laving a spherical projection 247, adapted 80
for engagement with either of two depres
sions 248 in the indexing device 243, to
yieldably maintain the same either in its
Set or in its normal position.
The indexing devices for the rack-bar 85
241, like those of the totalizer rack-bars,
are normally out of alinement with the pin
setting bars 65, so that a depression of said
bars is normally ineffective on said index
ing devices. The shutter - operating rack 90
bar,
however, has no jack 83 or other de
inomination-Selecting mechanism to be con
trolled by the tappet 80 for bringing its
indexing devices into setting relation with
the pin-setting bars 65, as is the case with 95
the totalizer rack-bars. The setting of the
indexing devices of the shutter-operating
rack-bar is, therefore, independent of the
letter-spacing movements of the typewriter
00
carriage.
For a purpose hereinafter made clear, the
indexing devices of the shutter-operating
rack-bar are brought into setting relation
with the pin-setting bars 65 by the case
shift mechanism when operated to shift the 05
plater of the typewriter to upper-case po
sition. To this end, as herein disclosed (see
tigs. 2 and 10), the shift-key-lever 45 is con
nected, by means of a thrust-rod or a link. 0.
260, to an arm 261 fast on a rock-shaft 262.
A second arm 263, fixedly secured to said
rock-shaft, is connected by a link or thrust
rod 264 to one aim of a bell-crank 265, the
other arm of which is adapted to engage a 5
pin 266 on the index-operating rack-bar 241,
so that, on depression of the shift-key 44,
the bell-crank will be rocked and the rack
bar will be shifted slightly forward to bring
its indexing devices 242 and 243 into set
ting relation with the “8” and “i pin-set 20
ting bars 65, respectively. With the mech
anism thus far disclosed, it will be apparent
that if the machine is set for subtraction
and the case-shift key is depressed, a de 25
pression of the “1” key will cause the pin
242 on the rack-bar 241 to be set, so that, on
operation of the general operator, the total
izer-index or shutter will be shifted to its
position designative of a negative result. it

teeth on a shutter - operating rack-bar or
driving element 241, similar to the rack
35 bars 6 for driving the totalizer number
wheels. This rack-bar. however, differs
from the totalizer rack-bars, in that it is
provided with but two indexing devices in
stead of nine. One of the said indexing de
40 vices is a settable pin 242, corresponding in
every way with the “8” pin of a totalizer
rack-bar, and provides, when set, for a rack
bar movement of eight steps by the general
operator cross-bar 103. The other index
45 ing device 243 of the shutter-operating rack
bar 241 has an upstanding setting member
244, in aiinement with the “1” pins of the
totalizer rack-bars, and adapted to be set
by the 'i' pin-setting bar 65; but said in
dexing device is provided with a contact
50 surface
245 in line with the rear surfaces
of the “2” pins of the number-wheel-ad
vancing jack-bars. So as to provide for a
two-step movement of the shutter-operating
5. 5 racic-bar by the cross-bar i03 when the in
dexing device 243 has been set.
As hereinafter described, the indexing
devices of the shutter-operating rack-bar
are set in alternation. A setting of the in
60 dexing device 242 causes the general opera
or to advance the rack-bar eight steps and
shift the parts of the mechanism from the
positions indicated in Fig. 8 to those indi
cated in Fig. 9, changing the position of the
65 shutter from its positive designating posi will also be apparent that if, with thema
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chine set for addition, the shift-key is again
depressed, a depression of the “l key Wiil
cause the indexing device 243 of the rack
bar 241 to be set, So that on the text opera
tion of the generai operator, the siliitter will
be restored to its position designative of a
positive result.
Before leaving the shutter-operating
mechanism, it should be observed that the
shutter-operating disk or actuator is not
provided with any figures; that it may be
concealed underneath the machine casing:
and that it is not connected by carrying
mechanism with the number wheel of high
est denominational order, or with any other
number wheel of the totalizer.
As already explained, it is only necessary
to cause the totalizei-index Cir shutter to be
shifted, as above described, after a compil
tation has been effected which causes the

machine to pass through Zero, and provided
it is desired to take a reading. It has also
been explained that when the machine has
been caused to pass through Zero, by adding
a negative quantity which changes the re
sult in the totalizer from positive to nega

tive, it is necessary to add an additional
negative unit, or fugitive unit as it is called,
to the number previously accumulated in
the totalizer. And it has also been ex
plained that when the machine has been
caused to pass through Zero, by adding a
positive quantity which changes the result
in the totalizer from negative to positive,
it is necessary to add an additional positive
unit to the number previously accumulated
in the totalizer. It follows that the fugitive
unit is always to be added concomitantly

with the shifting of the shutter; that the
unit to be added must be negative in chair
acter when the shutter is shifted from its
position designative of a positive result to
its position designative of a negative l'esuit,
and that the unit to be added must be posi
tive in character when the shutter is shifted
from its position designative of a negative
result to that designative of a positive l'eSult.
For the purpose last mentioned, special
means is provided for effecting a setting re
lation between the indexing devices Oi pins
on the units rack-bar and the pin-setting
bars 65, when the case-shift lmechanisia is
operated to shift the typewriter platen to
upper-case position. Referring to Figs. 2
and 10, the case-shift-key-lever 45 is con
nected, through a thrust rod or link 28),
with an arm 281, fast on a rock-shaft 282.
Fixedly secured to said rock-shaft 2S2 is
another arm 283, connected, through a pin
and-slot connection, with one end of a link
or thrust rod 284, the other end of which is
connected with an arm 285, projecting from
the bell-crank 90 of the denomination-se
lecting mechanism, by which the units rack

bar is advanced to its coöperative setting

relation with the pin-setting bars 65. It
will thus be seen that if the machine is set
fol' subtraction and the case-shift-key is de
pressed, a depression of the “ I key \viii.
cause the “S” pin, that is, the one compie
mentary to the “1” pin, to be set, SO as to
cause a negative unit to be added when the
general Operator is operated. On the other
hand, if the machine is set for addition and
the case-shift-key is depressed, a depression
of the “1” key will cause the “1” pin to
be set, and thus cause a positive unit to be
added when the general operator is ope:'ated.
The pin-and-slot connection between the
arm 2S3 and the link 284 peri; its fi'ee in ove
ment of the bell-crank 90 of units denomi
nation by the carriage-controlled denoini
nation-Selecting linechanism, during ordi
inary computing operations, without intel'ference by the connection from the case
shift-key.
Unless Some leans is provided for dis
abling other parts of the computing mechanisi), when Setting the shutter-operating
nechanism and fugitive - unit - inselting
mechanism, it would be necessary to avoid
operating sich mechanism without first
Iihoving the lettei'-spacing carriage of the
typewriter out of a computing Zone. Other
wise, the fugitive unit night be incorrectly
inserted into a number-wheel of an orde:
higher than units order. Such necessity of
spacing the typewriter cai'i'i: g: i.e.: ;
computing Zone would in no manaer' defeat
the purpose of the invention, since it would
be merely necessary for the operative to
reinenber that the complete number, which
causes the machine to pass through Ze'O,
should be entered before attempting to op
arate the shutter. On Writing the digits in
its oi'? tel', the machine would pass out of
the computing Zone, after Shich the shut
ter-operating and fugitive-linit-inseiting
ev operated with no
smechanisri night be safely
tianger of giving incorrect results. Means
for disabling other parts of the computing
mecha lism, when the shutter is to be shifted
and the fugitive unit inserted, may, howeyer, be very leadily supplied, so that such
yiechanisin may be operated, irrespective of
the letter-spacing position of the typewriter
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ilii.i now be described.

(Figs. 2 and 10), is an arm 290, connected.
by a link 291, with one end of a lever 292,
pivotally connected at 293 to the machine
trime. The other arm of the lever 292 his
contact with an arm 294, fixedly attached 2:5
to the rock-shaft 164, so that, on depression
of the case-shift-key 44, the lever 292 will
he rocked, and thus caused to can the arm

294 upwardly, so as to rotate the rock-shaft
164, on which the tappet-positioning roller 3)

0

Lji.
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when the operative attempts
162 is mounted, and thus move said roller If, at anya time,
reading, the “0” has disappeared
out of the path of the rollers 161. It fol toandtake
has been replaced by a “9', the opera
lows that when said case-shift-key is de
pressed, none of the jacks 83 and denomina tive will immediately know that an over
tion-selecting mechanism, controlled there raft has been effected, which has caused
by, can be operated by the tappets 80, and machine to pass through Zero, aid that the
the number-keys are incapable of setting result registered in the totalizer is negative.
pins or indexing devices on any of the rack in other words, the aggregate of the nega
bars, except the shutter-operating rack-bar, tive quantities, previously added in the to
and the units rack-bar, which are noyed talizer, exceeds the aggregate of the posi
into setting relation by the above-described tive quantities, and the result appearing at
mechanism, controlled by the case-shift the sight-opening is not the true result. Un
mechanism. With this disabling mecha der such circumstances, the operative sets

the machine for subtraction, if it is not al
ready so set, depresses the case-shift-key and
the “1” number-key, and operates the ge)eral operator, as a result of which the to
talizer-index or shutter Will be shifted to
the position indicated in Fig. 9, and an
extra negative unit, the fugitive unit, will S3
20
be run into the totalizer. The result will
then be correctly indicated by the figures
which appear at the sight-opening, and inay
be read therefrom directly. After the shift
ing of the index, a “0” will again appear,
25
in place of the '9', on the highest number
wheel. If further computations are such
would not be shifted and a unit other than that the result accumulated in the totalizer
“I” would be inserted in the totalizer. As remains negative, no further attention need
30 a means for preventing the possibility of be paid to the shutter-operating inechinish.
such faulty operation, mechanism may be If, however, the machine should pass back
provided for locking aii the keys other than through Zero, in the opposite direction, as
the “1” key when the case-shift-key is de Would be the case should the total accumil
pressed. For this purpose, there is rigidly lated become positive, the “0” on the high
35 secured to the rock-shaft 282 (Figs. 1 and est number wheel, displayed though the
i0), an arm 300, connected to one end of a opening in the shutter in the latter's shifted
link 301, the other end of which is connected or negative position, would again disappeal
to an arm 302 of a bell-crank 303, journaled and a “9” take its place. The operative,
on the rock-shaft 153. Depression of the observing this, must then, with the machine
type
-40 case-shift-key 44 will thus cause the bell set for addition, again depress the ty
writer
case-shift-key
and
the
“I
thumber
crank 303 to be rocked about said shaft, 153, key and operate the general operator, as a
so as to force an arm 304 (Figs. 10 and 7)
of which the shutter will be restored
of said bell-crank between an abutment 305, toresult
its position designative of a positive re
fixed to the machine frame, and a cam mem
s ber 306 on the right-hand locking pendant Sult, indicated in Figs. 1, 4 aid 8, after 1 : )
14 of the pair of pendants which are asso which the correct positive total may be read
ciated with the “1” key. By this means, at the sight-opening.
all of the pendants to the right of the “1” it will be apparent that the printing of a
key are crowded together, so as to lock all “I” on the work-sheet, when the “1” nun
50 other keys, but the pair of pendants asso ber-key is depressed, for the purpose of 11.5
ciated with the “1” key may be readily sepa causing the shutter to be shifted and the
rated by its bar 140, thus permitting said fugitive unit to be added, would be confus
key to be operated, to the exclusion of all ing and unsightly. For this reason, the
type-bar 310 (Fig.2), which has thereon the
others.
5
311, for printing the digit “I” in lower 2 )
The
machine,
equipped
as
above
described,
5. may be operated for ordinary arithmetical type
case, is not provided with any type for print
additions and subtractions exactly as those ing in upper case.
of the prior art are operated, the readings In view of the fact that the appearance of
being taken from the totalizer through the a “9' on the number-wheel of highest order
60 sight-opening of the index or shutter 230, is used as a signal or Warning, to indicate 1:
when in the position illustrated in Figs. 1, that the machine has been caused to pass
4 and 8. At such times, a “0” will always through Zero, it may be desirable, in order to
appear at the sight-opening on the highest avoid possibility of error, that said number
number-wheel, which indicates that the re wheel be incapable of being advanced di
silt accumulated in the totalizer is positive. rectly from “0” to “9,” through the digits 3 ()
5

nism added to the machine, the case-shift
key and the “1” number-key may be op
erated to set the indexing devices, for the
operation of the shutter and for the inser
tion of the fugitive unit, independently of
the position of the typewriter carriage, with
out any possibility of introducing the fugi
tive unit in the wrong number-wheel.
Unless Some means is also provided for
locking the keys other than the “1” key,
when the shutter is to be shifted and the
fugitive unit added, the operative might
make an error by depressing the wrong
number-key, as a result of which the shutter
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“1,” “2,” “3, and so forth, up to “9, at a
single computing operation, as would be the
case if a large number, having a digit 9'
of a denominational order corresponding to
that of the highest number-wheel, were sit
tempted to be added. To this end, the num
ber-wheel of highest order is not provided
with a jack 83, to be operated by a tappet,
SO,
nor is it provided with any denomina
0. tion-selecting mechanish). The pins of the
rack-bar for the number-wheel of highest
denominational order are also omitted, with
the exception of the “9' pin, which is essen
tial to the operation of the machine, when
set for subtraction. The nachine is not,
therefore, adapted for the addition of num
bers having as many digits as there are num
ber-wheels of the totalizer. Such numbers
would be regarded as exceeding its capacity.
20 The highest number-wheel is not, however,
limited in its use to that of being a mere in
dicator of the character of the results, but is,
in every proper sense of the term, a number
wheel. Carrying mechanism is provided for
25 carrying from the number-wheel of next
lower order to the highest number-wheel, so
that the totalizer may be caused to accumu
late totals having as many digits as there
are number-wheels in the totalizer. When
30 so operated, the highest number-wheel would
be caused to advance from “0” to “1,” or from
“1” to “2, or from “2” to “3, and so forth,
only as a result of a large number of addi
tions. When so operated, the operative
35 would not confuse the turning of the highest
number-wheel from “0” to “9 by gradually
passing in this manner through all the
digits “1,” “2,” “3,” and so forth, which
would indicate that the capacity of the ma
40 chine has been exceeded, with the change
from “0” directly to “9, when the machine
has been caused to pass through Zero by an
overdraft.
If desired, the black “9' on the highest
number-wheel may be replaced by Some spe
cial character indicative of a negative re
sult, as a minus sign 315, Fig. 6, and like
wise the red “9’ may be replaced by a spe
cial character indicative of a positive result,
50 as a plus sign 316.
With such characters substituted, the ap
pearance of the minus sign would indicate
to the operative that the machine has passed
through Zero, and that the result accumu
lated in the totalizer is negative. The op
eration of the mechanism for shifting the
shutter and for adding the fugitive unit
will cause the minus sign to disappear.
Should the machine subsequently pass
60 through Zero in the opposite direction, the
plus sign would be caused to appear, which
Would apprise the operative of the necessity
of again causing the shutter to be shifted
and the fugitive unit to be added. The ap
65 pearance of these signs would always indi

ate the necessity of shifting the shutter be
fore taking a leading, and the character of
the sign would indicate the pi'oper setting of
the machine, as for addition or subtraction,
SO as to insure the addition of a fugitive
unit of the proper character.
Should it be desired to provide the ma
chine with two or more totalizers, as in the
case of the aforesaid Hart Patent, No.
1,270,411, it will be apparent that each com
puting mechanism might be provided with
its own individual key 44, to control the set
ting of its shutter-operating and fugitive
unit-inserting mechanism, and that each of
said keys might be provided with an arm 46,
to operate the shift-frame of the common
typewriter mechanism.

Variations may be resorted to within the
scope of the invention, and portions of the
improvements may be used without others.
Having thus described my invention, I
claim:
1. In a computing machine, in combina
tion, an algebraic totalizer having a shift
able index, actuating mechanism for said
totalizer, shifting mechanism for said index,
and manually settable means, capable of be
ing rendered effective at the will of the op
erative, for establishing an operating con
lection between a part of said actuating
mechanism and said index-shifting mecha
nism, through which said index may be
shifted.
2. In a computing machine, in combina
tion, an algebraic totalizer having a shift
able index, actuating mechanism for said
totalizer, shifting mechanism for said in
dex, and key-controlled setting mechanism
effective, when set, to establish an operating
connection between a part of said actuating
mechanism and said index-shifting mecha
nism, through which said index may be
shifted.
3. In a computing machine, in combina
tion, an algebraic totalizer having a shift
able index, actuating mechanism for said
totalizer, including a general operator,
shifting mechanism for said index, and
manually settable means, capable of being
rendered effective at the will of the opera
tive, for establishing an operating connec
tion between said general operator and said
index-shifting mechanism, through which
said index may be shifted.
4. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanisin, including number-keys and
a case-shift-key, an algebraic computing
mechanism, including a shiftable index, and
means, controlled in part by said case-shift
key and in part by one of said number-keys
for shifting said index.
5. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanism, including number-keys and
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a case-shift-key, an algebraic totalizer, in dex may be shifted, the change in position

of Said index at each shift being determined
cluding a shiftable index, actuating mech by
the setting of said subtraction-setting
anism for said totalizer, shifting mechanism
for said index, and means, capable of being
rendered effective by the depression of said 11. In a computing machine, in combina
mechanism.

-

case-shift-key and one of said number-keys, tion, an algebraic totalizer having a shift
for estabi: ling an operating connection be able index, actuating mechanism for said
tween a part of said actuating mechanism totalizer, including subtraction-setting mech
and said index-shifting mechanism, through anism, shifting mechanism for said in
dex, key-controlled setting mechanism effec
10 which said index may be shifted.
6. In a combined typewriting and com tive, when set, to establish an operating con
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit nection between a part of said actuating
ing mechanism, including case-shift mech mechanism and said index-shifting mech
anism, an algebraic totalizer, including a anism through which said index may be
ls. shiftable index, actuating mechanism for shifted, and means controlled by said sub
said totalizer, shifting mechanism for said traction-setting mechanism to determine the
index, and means, effective only upon op direction of shift at each change of position
.
eration concomitantly with said case-shift of said index.
mechanism, for establishing an operating 12. In a computing machine, in combina
connection between a part of said actuating tion, an algebraic totalizer having a shift
mechanism and said index-shifting mech able index, actuating mechanism for said
an Sin, hrough which said index may be totalizer, including subtraction-setting mech
anism and a general operator, shifting mech
shifted. . . .
7. In a combined typewriting and com anism for said index, and manually settable
25 puting machine, in combination, a typewrit means, capable of being rendered effective at
ing mechanism including case-shift mech the will of the operative, and controlled in
anism, an algebraic totalizer, including a part by Said subtraction-setting mechanism,
shiftable index, and means, controlled in for establishing an operating connection be
part by said case-shift mechanism, for shift tween said general operator and said index
shifting mechanism, through which said in
ing said index.
8. In a complating machine, in combina dex may be shifted from one position to an
tion, an algebraic totalizer, including a other, the direction of shift being deter
shiftable index, actuating mechanism for mined by the setting of said subtraction-set
said totalizer, including number-keys, shift ting mechanism.
35 ing mechanism for said index, means for ef 13. In a combined typewriting and com
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fecting an operating connection between a puting machine, in combination, a typewrit

part of said actuating mechanism and said ing mechanism, including number-keys, an

40

index-shifting mechanism, and means capa algebraic computing mechanism, including
ble of being rendered effective at the will of Subtraction-setting mechanism and a shift
the operative, for establishing an operating able index, and means, controlled in part by
connection between one of said number-keys said subtraction-setting mechanism, and in
part by one of said number-keys, for shift
and said connecting means,

: 9. In a computing machine, in combina ing said index from one position to another
tion, an algebraic totalizer, including a shift at the will of the operative.
able index, actuating mechanism for said to 14. In a combined typewriting and com
talizer, including subtraction-setting mech puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
anism, index-shifting mechanism, and manu ing mechanism, including case-shift mech
ally settable means, effective at the will of allisin, algebraic computing mechanism, in
the
operative, and controlled in part by said cluding subtraction-setting mechanism and
st subtraction-setting mechanism, for estab a shiftable index, and means, controlled in
lishing an operating connection between a part by said case-shift mechanism, and in
part of said actuating mechanism and said part by said subtraction-setting mechanism,
said index.
index-shifting mechanism, whereby said in for15.shifting
In a combined typewriting and com
dext may be shifted.
10. In a computing machine, in combina puting machine, in combination, a type

tion. an algebraic totalizer, including a
shiftable index, actuating mechanism for
said totalizer, including subtraction-setting
mechanism, index-shifting mechanism, and
settable means, effective at the will
60 ofmanually
the operative. and controlled in part by
- said subtraction-setting mechanism, for es
tablishing an operating connection between
. . a part of said actuating mechanism and said
65 index-shifting mechanism, whereby said in

writing mechanism, including number-keys

and a case-shift mechanism, an algebraic
computing mechanism, including subtrac
tion-setting mechanism and a shiftable in
dex, and means, controlled in part
by1. said
p
subtraction-setting mechanism, and in part
by a concomitant operation of said case-shift
mechanism and one of said number-keys,
for shifting said index.
16. In a computing machine, in combina
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tion, an algebraic totalizel having a shift
able index, actuating mechanism for said
totalizer, including subtraction setting
mechanism and a general operator, shift
ing mechanism for said index, normally in
effective means for establishing an operat
ing connection between Said general opera
tor and said index-shifting mechanism, and
manually settable means, controlled in pait
by said subtraction-setting mechanism, for
rendering said operating connection effec
tive, so that said index will be shifted as a

result of an actuation of said general op
17. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanism, including number-keys, an
algebraic totalizer having a shiftable index,
actuating mechanism for said totalizer, in
cluding a general operator. shifting mech
anism for said index, normally ineffective
means for establishing an operating connec
tion between said general operator and said
index-shifting mechanism, and manually
settable means, controlled in part by one of
said number-keys, or rendering said oper
ating connection effective, so that said index
will be shifted as a result of an actuation by
said general operator.
1S. In a combined typewriting and com
erator.

5

30

35

40

puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanism, including case-shift mech
anism, an algebraic totalizer having a shift
able index, actuating mechanism for said
totalizer, including a general operator, shift
ing mechanism for said index, normally in
effective means for establishing an operat
ing connection between said general opera
tor and said index-shifting mechanism, and
means, controlled it part by said case-shift
mechanism, for rendering said operating

connection effective. So, that said index will
be shifted as a result of an actuation of said

general operatol'.
45

50

55

6

19. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanisin, including number-key's and
case-shift mechanism, an algebraic totalizer
having a shiftable index. actuating mecha
nism for said totalizer, including a general
Operator, shifting mechanism for said index.
normally ineffective means for establishing
ar. Operating connection between said gen
eral Operator and said index-shifting mech
anism, and means, controlled in part by a
concomitant operation of said case-shift
mechanism and one of said number-keys, for

rendering said operating connection effec
result of an actuation of said general op
erator.
tive, So that said index will be shifted as :

20. In a combined typewriting and com

plating machine, in combination. typewrit
ing mechanism, including number-keys, an
algebraic totalizer having a shiftable index.

actuating mechanism for said totalizel', in
cluding subtraction-setting mechanism and
a general operator, shifting mechanism for
said index, normally ineffective means for
establishing an operating connection be
tween said general operator and said index
shifting mechanism, and manually settable
means, controlled in part by Said subtrac
tion-setting mechanism, and in part by one
of Said number-keys, for rendering said op
erating connection effective. So that said in
dex will be shifted as the result of an actua
tion of said general operator, the direction
of shift being determined by the setting of
the subtraction-setting mechanism.
21. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanism, including case-shift mech
anism, an algebraic totalizer having a shift
able index, actuating mechanism for Said
totalizer, including subtraction - setting
mechanism and a general operator, shifting
mechanism for said index, normally ineffec
tive means for establishing an operating
connection between said general operator
and Said index-shifting mechanism, and
means, controlled in part by said subtrac
tion-setting mechanism, and in part by said
case-shift mechanism, for rendering Said op
erating connection effective. So that said in
(eX will be shifted as the result of an actua
tion of said general operator, the direction
of shift being determined by the setting of
the Subtraction-setting mechanism.
22. In a combined typewriting and com
pitting machine, in combination, a type
Wiiting mechanisin, including number-key's
and case-shift mechanism, an algebraic
totalizei having a shiftable index, actuating
mechanism for said totalizer. including sul
traction-setting mechanish and a general
operator, shifting nechanism fol' said index.
normally ineffective means for establishing
an operating connection between said general
ope'ator all d said index-shifting mecha
nism, and means, controlled in part by said
subtraction-setting mechanism, and in part

by concomitant opei'ation of Said case
keys, for rendering said operating connec
tion effective, so that said index will be
shifted as the result of an actuation of said
general operator, the direction of shift be.
ing determined by the Setting of the sub
traction-setting mecha;ism.
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shift mechanism an one of said number

23. In a comined typewriting and conn.
puting machine, in combination, a type
writing mechanism, including case-shift
mechanism. an algebraic compating mecha
nism, and means, controlled in part by said
case-shift mechanisin, for adding a unit i:
the lowest denominational order of said
computing mechanism.
24. In a combined typewriting and corri
puting machine, in combination, a type.

,
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Writing mechanism, including number-keys
and case-shift mechanism, an algebraic
computing mechanism, and means, con
trolled in part by a concomitant operation
t

of said case-shift mechanism and one of said

number-keys, for inserting a unit in the
lowest denominational order of said comput
ing mechanism.
25. In a combined typewriting and con
10 puting machine, in combination, a type
writing mechanism, including case-shift

mechanism, an algebraic computing mecha
nism, including subtraction-setting mecha
nism, and means, controlled in part by said
5 case-shift mechanism and in part by said
subtraction-setting mechanism, for adding
either a positive or a negative unit in
the lowest denominational order of said
computing mechanism, the setting of said
20 subtraction-settings mechanism being deter
minative of the character of the unit added.
26. In a combined typewriting and corn
puting machine, in combination, a type
writing mechanism, including number-keys
25 and a letter-spacing carriage, controlled in
its letter-spacing movements by the opera
tion of said keys, an algebraic compating
mechanism, means, controlled in part by
letter-spacing movements of said carriage,
30 in accordance with the operation of said
number-keys, for adding numbers in said
computing machine, and means, controlled
in part by one of said keys, irrespective of
the letter-spacing position of said carriage,
35 for adding a unit in the lowest denomina
tional order of said computing mechanism.
27. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a type
writing mechanism, including a letter-spac
40 ing carriage, a platen mounted in said car
riage,
and case-shift mechanism for said
platen, an algebraic computing mechanism,
means, controlled in part by letter-spacing
movements of said carriage, for adding
45 numbers in said computing machine, and
means, controlled in part by said case-shift
mechanism, for adding a unit in the lowest
denominational order of said computing
mechanism, irrespective of the letter-space
50 position of said carriage.
28. In a combined typewriting and con
puting machine, in combination. a type
writing mechanism, including number-keys.
a letter-spacing carriage, controlled in its
55 letter-spacing movements by the operation
of said keys, a platen mounted in said car
riage, and case-shift mechanism for said
platen, an algebraic computing mechanism.
means, controlled in part by letter-spacing
60 movements of said carriage, in accordance
with the operation of said number-keys, for
adding numbers in said computing mecha
nism, and means, controlled in part by a
concomitant operation of said case-shift
65. mechanism and one of said number-keys,
t

SV

irrespective of the letter-space position of
said carriage, for adding a unit in the lowest
denominational order of said computing
mechanism.

29. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a type
writing mechanism, including case-shift
mechanism, an algebraic computing mecha
nism, including subtraction-setting mecha
nism, and means, controlled in part by said 75
case-shift mechanism and in part by said
subtraction-setting mechanism, for adding
either a positive or a negative unit in the
lowest denominational order of said com
puting mechanism, the character of the 80
number added being dependent upon the
Setting of said subtraction-setting mecha
Inism.
30. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit 85
ing mechanism, including number-keys, an
algebraic computing mechanism, including
a shiftable index, and means, controlled in
part by one of said number-keys, for shift
ing said index, and for inserting a unit in 9 ()
the lowest denominational order of said com
puting mechanism, at the will of the opera
31. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit 95
ing mechanism, including case-shift mecha
Inism, an algebraic computing mechanism,
including a shiftable index, and means, con
trolled in part by said case-shift mechanism.
for shifting said index, and for inserting a 100
unit in the lowest denominational order of
said computing mechanism.
32, in a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanism, including number-keys, and 05
case-shift mechanism, an algebraic comput
ing mechanism, including a shiftable index.
and means, controlled in part by a concomi
tant operation of said case-shift mechanism
and one of said number-keys, for shifting 110
said index, and for inserting a unit in the
lowest denominational order of said com
puting mechanism.
83. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit 115
ing mechanism, including number-keys, an
algebraic computing mechanism, including
Subtraction-setting mechanism, and a shift.
able index, and means, controlled in part by
one of said number-keys and in part by said 120
subtraction - setting mechanism, and avail
tive.

. ..

.

able at the will of the operative, for shifting
said index, and for inserting either a posi
tive or 8 negative unit in the lowest denomi
national Order of said computing mecha 125
nisin, the character of the unit added and
the change of position of the index being de
tel'mined by the setting of said subtraction
Setting mechanism.
. ..
84. In a combined typewriting and com 130
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puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanism, including case-shift mecha
nism, an algebraic computing mechanism,
including subtraction - setting mechanism
5. and a shiftable-index, and means, controlled
in part by said case-shift mechanism and in
part by said subtraction-setting mechanism,
for shifting said index, and for inserting
either a positive or a negative unit in the
lowest denominational order of said com
puting mechanism, the change of position
of said index and the character of the unit
added being determined by the setting of
the subtraction-setting mechanism.
35. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanism, including number-keys and
case-shift mechanism, an algebraic comput
ing mechanism, including subtraction-set
ting mechanism and a shiftable index, and
means, controlled in part by a concomitant
operation of said case-shift mechanism and
one of Said number-keys, and in part by said
subtraction-setting mechanism, for shifting
5 said index, and for adding either a positive
or a negative unit in the lowest denomina
tional order of said computing mechanism,
the change of position of said index and the
character of the number added being de
pendent upon the setting of said subtraction
setting mechanism.
36. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanism, including number-keys, an
is algebraic totalizer having a shiftable index,
actuating mechanism for said totalizer, in
cluding a general operator, shifting mecha
nism for said index, normally ineffective
means for establishing an operating connec
40 tion between said general operator and said
index-shifting mechanism, and means, con
trolled in part by one of said number-keys,
for effecting a setting of a part of Said
totalizer-actuating mechanism to add one
unit in the lowest denominational order of
said totalizer, and for rendering said operat
ing connection effective, so that said index
will be shifted and a unit added as a result
of an actuation of said general operator.
50
37. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanism, including case-shift mecha
nism, an algebraic totalizer having a shift
able index, actuating mechanism for said
totalizer, including a general operator, shift
ing mechanism for said index, normally in
effective means for establishing an operating
connection between said general operator
and said index-shifting mechanism, and
60 means, controlled in part by said case-shift
mechanism, for effecting a setting of a part
of said totalizer-actuating mechanism to add
one unit in the lowest denominational order
of said totalizer, and for rendering said
operating connection effective, so that said
-

index will be shifted and a unit added as a

result of an actuation of said general op
erator.
38. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanism, including case-shift mecha
nism and a set of number-keys, an algebraic
totalizer having a shiftable index, actuating
mechanism for said totalizer, including a
general operator, shifting mechanism for
Said index, normally ineffective means for
establishing an operating connection be
tween said general operator and said index
shifting mechanism, and means, controlled
in part by a concomitant operation of said
case-shift mechanism and one of Said num
ber-keys, for effecting a setting of a part of
said totalizer-actuating mechanism to add
One unit in the lowest denominational order
of Said totalizer, and for rendering said op
erating connection effective, so that said in
deX will be shifted and a unit added as a
result of an actuation of said general op
erator.
39. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanism, including number-keys, an
algebraic totalizer having a shiftable index.
actuating mechanism for said totalizer, in
cluding subtraction-setting mechanism and
a general operator, shifting mechanism for
said index, normally ineffective means for
establishing an operating connection be
tween said general operator and said index
shifting mechanism, and means, controlled
in part by one of said number-keys and in
part by Said subtraction-setting mechanism,
for effecting a setting of a part of said
totalizer-actuating mechanism to add either
a positive or a negative unit in the lowest
denominational order of said totalizer, and
for rendering said operating connection ef
fective, so that said index will be shifted
and the unit added as a result of an actua
tion of Said general operator, the change of
position of said index and the character of
the unit added being determined by the set
ting of said subtraction-setting mechanism.
40. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanism, including case-shift mecha
nism, an algebraic totalizer having a shift
able index, actuating mechanism for said to
talizer, including subtraction-setting mecha
nism and a general operator, shifting mecha
nism for said index, normally ineffective
means for establishing an operating connec
tion between said general operator and said
index-shifting mechanism, and means, con
trolled in part by said case-shift mechanism
and in part by said subtraction-setting
mechanism, for effecting a Setting of a part
of said totalizer-actuating mechanism to add
either a positive or a negative unit in the
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sizer, and for rendering said operating con
nection effective, so that said index will be
shifted and the unit added as a result of an
- actuation of Said general operator, the
5 change of position of the index and the
character of the unit added being deter
mined by the setting of said subtraction
setting mechanism. .
.
41. In a combined typewriting and com
10..puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
sing mechanism, including number-keys and
case-shift mechanism, an algebraic totalizer
having a shiftable index, actuating mecha
nism for said totalizer, including subtrac
15tion-setting mechanism and a general opera
tor, shifting mechanism for said index, nor
mally ineffective means for establishing an
operating connection between said general
operator and said index-shifting mechanism,
20 traction-setting
and means, controlled
in part by said sub
mechanism and in part by a
concomitant operation of said case-shift
mechanism and one of said number-keys, for
effecting a setting of a part of said totalizer
25 actuating mechanism to add either a posi
tive or a negative unit in the lowest denomi
national order of said totalizer, and for ren
dering said operating connection effective,
so that said index will be shifted and the
30 unit added as a result of an actuation of said
general operator, the change of position of
the index and the character of the unit
added being determined by the setting of
said subtraction-setting mechanism.
85 42. A number wheel for a computing mal.
chine, having thereon a “0” the digits “1”
. . to “8” respectively, and a plus sign in the
position usually occupied by a “9.”
43. A number-wheel for a computing ma

40 chine, having thereon a “0” the digits “1”
to “8” respectively, and a minus sign in the
position usually, occupied by a “9.”
44. A number wheel for a computing ma
chine, having thereon two sets of characters,
45 those of one set alternating with those of
the other and arranged in inverse order the

characters of one set comprising a “0” the

characters of one set comprising a plus sign,
a “0” and a “1” followed by a succession of
digits increasing by unity, and those of the
other set comprising a minus sign, a “0” and
a “1” followed
by a succession of digits in 70
creasing
by unity.
48. In a computing machine, in combina
tion, an algebraic totalizer, actuating mecha
nism for said totalizer including number

keys, Subtraction-setting mechanism, and a 75
general operator, a shiftable index for said
totalizer, actuating mechanism for said in
dex, means including a settable device
through which said general operator may
shift said index from a position designative 80
of a positive result to a position designa
tive of a negative result, a setting device
actuable by one of said keys, and means
whereby said setting device may be made

effective on said settable device when the
machine is set for subtraction.

85

table means when the machine is set for ad

100

. 49. In a computing machine, in combina
tion, an algebraic totalizer, actuating mech
anism for said totalizer including number
keys, subtraction-setting mechanism, and a 90
general operator, a shiftable index for said
totalizer, actuating mechanism for said in
dex, settable means through which, when set.
said general operator may shift said index
from its position designative of a negative 95
result to its position designative of a posi
tive result, a setting device actuable by one
of said keys, and means whereby said setting
device may be made effective on said set
dition.

-

50. In a computing machine, in combina
tion, an algebraic totalizer, actuating mech
anism for said totalizer including number
keys, subtraction-setting mechanism, and a 05
general operator, a shiftable index for said
totalizer, actuating mechanism for said in
dex, a setting device operable by one of said
number keys, Settable means through which,
when set, said general operator may shift 10
said index from a position designative of a
positive result to a position designative of a
negative result, settable means through
which, when set, said general operator may
restore said index to its position designa- 115
tive of a positive result, and means whereby
said setting device may be rendered effective

digits “1” to 8.” inclusive, and a plus sign
and those of the other set comprising a sto.”
50 the digits “1” to “8” inclusive, and a minus
sign. . . . . . . . . . . . .
45. A number wheel for a computing machinehaving thereon, at equally spaced in with respect to the first-mentioned settable
i tervals, in succession, a plus sign, a “0” and means, when the machine is set for subtrac
55 a “1” followed by a series of digits increas- tion and with respect to the other when the 120
ing-byunity. . . . . . . .
machine is set for addition.
46. A number wheel for a computing ma- 51. In a computing machine, in combina

chine, having thereon, at equally spaced in
tervals, in succession, a minus sign, a “0”
60 and a “1” followed by a succession of digits
increasing by unity. . . . .
47. A number wheel for a computing machine, having thereon. two sets of characters,
those of one set alternating with those of the
$5 other, and arranged in inverse order, the

tion, an algebraic totalizer, actuating mech
anism for said totalizer including digit-in
dexing devices, a general operator, a set of 125
number keys. index-setting devices con
trolled by said number keys, subtraction-set
ting mechanism to vary the operative rela
tion between said number keys and their in
dex-setting devices, a shiftable index for 130
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said totalizer, and shifting mechanism for native of a negative result, means Settable
for actuation by the general operator to re

8)

O

5

said index comprising settable means capa
ble of being set by the index-setting device
controlled by the “1” key when the machine
is set for subtraction to effect an operating
connection through which said general op
erator may shift said index from a position
designative of a positive result to one desig
native of a negative result, settable means
capable of being set by the index-setting de
vice controlled by the same key when the
machine is set for addition to effect an op

erating connection through which said gen
eral operator may restore Said index to its
position designative of a positive result, and
means whereby the index-setting device con
trolled by the “1” key may be made effec

tive on the first-mentioned settable means or
20

2

30

40
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on the other in accordance with the Setting
of the machine for subtraction or addition.
52. In a combined typewriting and con

puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanism including number keys and a
case-shift mechanism, an algebraic totalizer,
inctuating mechanism for said totalizer in
cluding digit-indexing devices, a general op
erator, index-setting mechanism controlled
by said number keys, subtraction-setting

mechanism to vary the coãperative relation
between said number keys and the index
setting mechanism, a shiftable index for
said totalizer, shifting mechanism for Said
index, settable means for said shifting mech
inism capable of being set by parts of the
index-setting mechanism controlled by the
“1” key, to effect operating connections
through which said general operator may
shift said index from a position designative
of a positive result to a position designative
of a negative result, and vice versa, the di
rection of shift being determined by the set
ting of said subtraction-setting mechanism.
said index-setting mechanism being nor
mally ineffective on said settable means of
said shifting mechanism... and means, con
trolled by said case-shift mechanism, for
disabling the coöperative setting relation be
tween said number keys and said digit-ii
dexing devices, and for establishi
setting mechanism controlled by said “1”
key and the settable means for said index
shifting mechanism.
53. In a computing machine, in combina
tion, an algebraic totalizer having an index
shiftable to either of two positions, one des
ignative of a positive result, and the other
designative of a negative result, actuating

mechanism for said totalizer including num
her keys, Subtraction-setting mechanism,
and a general operator, operating mecha
nism for said index including means setta
ille for actuation by the general operator to
move said index from a position designa

store said index to its position designative
of a positive result, a setting device Opera

ble by one of said nimber keys, and means
whereby said setting device may be made
effective on One or the other of said settable
means in accordance with the Setting of the
machine for addition or subtraction.
54. In a computing machine, in combina
tion, an algebraic totalizer, actuating mech
anism for said totalizer including digit-in
dexing devices, a general operator, a set of
number keys, index-setting devices con
trolled by said keys, certain of said keys be
ing capable of operating either an index
setting device representative of a digit, or
tone representative of a complement of the
same digit, subtraction-setting mechanism
to vary the relations between said keys and 8.
said index-setting devices, a shiftable in
dex for said totalizer, a rotatable actuator
for said index, means controlled by said ac
tuator for shifting said index, whereby
when said actuator is in one position said in 9 ()
dex will be caused to designate a positive re
sult, and wihen said actuator is in another
position, said index will be caused to desig
nate a negative result, a driving element for 95
said actuator, settable means on said driving
element capable of being set by the com
plementary digit-indexing device controlled
by one of said keys when the machine is set
for subtraction, and through which said
general operator may cause said driving 100
element to rotate said actuator to its posi
tion determinative of a negative designat
ing position of said index, and set taisie
means on said driving element capable of
being set by the digit index-setting device
{'ontrolled by the same key when the machine
is set for addition, and through which said
general operator may cause said driving ele
ment to restore said actuator to its position
determinative of a positive designating po
sition of said index.
55. In a computing machine, in combina
tion, an algebraic totalizer having a shift
able index, a rotary actuator for said index,
a cam carried by said actuator, and means
controlled by said cam for shifting said in
dex, the relation of said parts being such

05

0.

5

that a rotation of said actuator in one direc
tion will cause said index to be shifted from

a position designative of a positive result to
a position designative of a negative result,

and such that a further rotation of said
actuator in the same direction Will cause said

index to be restored to its position desig
native of a positive result.
56. In a computing machine, in combina
tion, an algebraic totalizer having a shift
able index. a rotary actuator for said index.
a cam carried by said actuator, a lever com
tive of a positive result to a position desig prising a follower for said cam, yielding
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means for holding said follower in coöpera said index-setting devices and said digit-in

tive relation with said cam, and a link con dexing devices of units order, so that on con

necting said lever and said index, the rela
tion of said parts being such that a rotation
of said actuator in one direction will cause
said index to be shifted from a position des
ignative of a positive result to a position
designative of a negative result, and such
that a further rotation of said actuator in

10 the same direction will cause said index to

be restored to its position designative of a
.. . .
- 57. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
positive result.

15 ing mechanism comprising number keys, a
letter-spacing carriage, a platen mounted in
said carriage, and case-shift mechanism for
Said platen, a computing mechanism com
prising an alebraic totalizer, actuating mech
20 anism therefor including digit-indexing de
vices and a general operator, index-setting
devices controlled by said keys, said digit-in
dexing devices being normally out of the
effective range of operation of said index
25 setting devices, denomination - selecting
mechanism controlled in accordance with
the letter-spacing movements of said car
riage for establishing setting relations be
tween said index-setting devices and said
30 digit-indexing devices of different denomi
national orders in succession, and means
controlled by said case-shaft mechanism for
disabling said denomination-selecting mech
anism and for establishing a setting relation
35 between said index-setting devices and said
digit-indexing devices of units order, so that
on concomitant operation of said case-shift
mechanism and the “1” key, a connection
may be established through which the gen
40 eral operator may cause a unit to bein
serted in said totalizer.
58. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanism comprising number keys, a
5 letter-spacing carriage, a platen mounted in
said carriage, and case-shift mechanism for
said platen, a computing mechanism com
prising an algebraic totalizer, actuating
mechanism therefor including digit-index
50 ing devices and a general operator, index
setting devices controlled by said keys, the
digit-indexing devices being normally out
of coöperative relation with said index-set
ting devices, subtraction-setting mechanism
55 for varying the relation between said keys
and said index-setting devices, denomina
tion-selecting mechanism controlled in ac
cordance with the letter-spacing movements
of said carriage for establishing setting re
60 lations between said index-setting devices
and said digit-indexing devices, denomina
ition by denomination, and means controlled
by said case-shift mechanism for disabling
... said denomination-selecting mechanism, and
65 for establishing a setting relation between

comitant operation of said case-shift mecha
nism and the “1” key, one or the other of
two connections shall be established depend 70
ent upon the setting of the subtraction-set
ting mechanism, through which the general
operator may cause either a positive or a
negative unit to be inserted in said totalizer, 75
the character of the unit added being de
pendent upon which of the two connections
is established.
59. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanism including number keys and
case-shift mechanism, an algebraic totalizer.
actuating mechanism for said totalizer in
cluding digit-indexing devices and a gen
eral operator, index-setting devices capable
of being operated by said keys, said index
ing devices being normally out of coöpera
tive relation with said index-setting devices,
denomination-selecting means for establish
ing Setting relations between said digit-in
dexing devices and said index-setting de 90
vices, denomination by denomination, and
means controlled by said case-shift mecha
nism for disabling said denomination-select
ing means, and for establishing a setting re
lation between an index-setting device con
trolled by the “1” key and the “1” digit-in
dexing device of lowest denominational
s

-

order, whereby a concomitant operation of
said case-shift mechanism and the '1' key 100
will effect a connection through which the

general operator may cause a unit to be
added in said totalizer.
60. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanism including number keys and
case-shift mechanism, an algebraic totalizer
including a shiftable index, actuating mech
anism for said totalizer including digit-in
dexing devices and a general operator, shift
ing mechanism for said index having set

O5.

0

table indexing devices thereon, index-setting
devices capable of being operated by said
keys, said indexing devices being normally
out of co8perative relation with said setting
devices, denomination - selecting means for l15
establishing setting relations between said
digit-indexing devices and said setting de
fes, denomination by denomination, and
means controlled by said case-shift mecha 20

nism for disabling said denomination-select
ing means, and for establishing a setting re
lation between an index-setting device con
trolled by the “1” key and one of the digit
indexing devices of lowest denominational 125
order, and for also establishing a setting re
lation between the same setting device and
an indexing device of said index-shifting
mechanism, whereby a concomitant opera
tion of said case-shift mechanism and the

“1” key will effect a connection through 130

1,370,427
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which the general operator will cause the shift mechanism for locking all keys except
the “i key when said platen is in upper
case Csition.
31. in a combined typewriting and com 35. in a coinbined typewriting and coln
puting nachine, in Corbination, a type puting machiie, in combination, a typewrit
writing mechanism including number keys, ing nechanis: including nullaber keys, a
a paten, and case-shift mechanism for said platein, and case-shift mechanism for said
plaien, algebraic computing mechanisin, piaten, an algebraic computing mechanism
incans controlled by said case-shift mecha having a shiftable index, ineans controiled
nisia, when the paten is in upper-case posi by said case-shift mechanism, when the
tion, and the “ I” number key whereby a unit platen is in upper-case position, and the “1”
be key whereby said index may be
inay be added in said computing mecha
a unit, may be added in Said
and in eans controlled by Said case
mechanism or disabling parts of Said
mechanism, and means controlled
case-shift mechanism for disabling
ting mechanism, so as to prevent con
said computing mechanish). So as to
i said computing mechanism by any
f said limber ixeys except the “1” number prevent control of said computing mecha
key when said platen is in upper-case posi nism by any of said number keys except the
“1” number key when said platen is in up
62. In a combined typewriting and com per-case position.
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit 66. In a combined typewriting and com
ing mechanisi) including number keys, a puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
platen, and case-shift mechanism for said ing mechanism including number keys, a
platen. algebraic computing mechanism, platen, and case-shift mechanism for said
means controlled by said case-shift mecha platen, an algebraic computing mechanism
nism, when the platen is in upper-case posi having a shiftable index, means controlled
tion, and the “1” number key whereby a by said case-shift mechanisin, when the
unit may be added in said computing mech platen is in upper-case position, and the
anism, and means controlled by Sid 'ase “1” number key whereby said index may be
shift mechanism for locking all keys, ex shifted and a unit may be added in said
cept said “1” key when said platen is in computing mechanism and neans controlled
upper-raise position.
by said case-shift mechanism for locking all
63. In a combined typewriting and com keys except the “1” key when said platen is
puting achine, in combination, typewrit in upper-case position.
in mechanism including number keys, a 67. In a combined typewriting and com
platen, and case-shift mechanism for said puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
platen, algebraic computing mechanism in ing mechanism comprising number keys, a
cluding subtraction - setting mechanism, letter-spacing carriage, a platen mounted in
ineans controlled by said case-shift mecha said carriage, and case-shift mechanism for
nism, when the platen is in upper-case posi said platen, an algebraic totalizer, actuating
tion, and the “1” number key whereby either mechanism for said totalizer including con
a positive or a negative unit may be added nections controlled in part by said keys, and
in said computing mechanism, the character in part by letter-spacing movements of said
of said unit being determined by the set carriage when said platen is in lower-case
ting of said subtraction-setting mechanism. position, for causing numbers typewritten
and meais controlled by said case-shift to be added by said totalizer, means con
mechanism for disabling parts of said com trolled by said case-shift mechanism for
puting mechanism, so as to prevent control disabling said carriage-controlled key con
of said computing mechanism by any of said nections so as to prevent control of the actu
number keys except the “1” number key ating mechanism thereby when said platen
when said platen is in upper-case position. is in upper-case position, and means con
64. In a combined typewriting and com trolled by said case-shift mechanism, when
puting machine, in combination, typewrit the platen is in upper case position, and the
ing mechanism including number keys, a “1” number key whereby a unit may be
platen, and case-shift mechanism for said added in said totalizer, irrespective of the
platen, algebraic computing mechanism in letter-space position of said carriage.
cluding subtraction - setting mechanism, 68. In a combined typewriting and com
means controlled by said case-shift mecha puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
mism, when the platen is in upper case posi ing mechanism comprising number keys, a
tion, and the “1” number key whereby letter-snacing carriage, a platen mounted in
either a positive or a negative unit may be said carriage, and case-shaft mechanism for
added in said computing mechanism, the said platen, an algebraic totalizer, actuating
character of said unit being determined by mechanism for said totalizer including con
the setting of said subtraction-setting mech nections controlled in part by said keys, and
anism and means controlled by said case in part by letter-spacing movements of said
totalize index to be shifted and a unit to
be added in said totalizer.
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carriage when said platen is in lower-case
position, for causing numbers typewritten to
be added by said totalizer, means controlled
by said case-shift mechanism for disabling
said carriage-controlled key connections so
as to prevent control thereby when said

platen is in upper-case position, means con
trolled by said case-shift mechanism, when
the platen is in upper-case position, and the
10 “1” number key, whereby a unit may be
added in said totalizer, irrespective of the
letter-space position of said carriage, and
means controlled by said case-shift mecha
nism for locking all keys except the “1” key
15 when said platen is in upper-case position.
69. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanism comprising number keys, a
letter-spacing carriage, a platen mounted in
20 said carriage, and case-shift mechanism for
said platen, an algebraic totalizer including
a shiftable index, actuating mechanism for
said totalizer including connections con

trolled in part by said keys, and in part by
letter-spacing movements of said carriage
... when said platen is in lower-case position,
for causing numbers typewritten to be added

25

2.

puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanism, comprising number keys, a
lettei'-Spacing carriage, a platen mounted in
said carriage, and case-shift, mechanism for
said platen, an algebraic totalizer, actuating
mechanism for said totalizer including con
nections controlled in part by said keys and
in part by letter-spacing movements of said
carriage when said platen is in lower-case
position, for causing numbers typewritten
to be added by said totalizer, said actuating
mechanisim also including subtraction-set
ting mechanism, means controlled by said
case-shift mechanism for disabling said car

70

75

riage-controlled key connections, so as to
in upper-case position, and means controlled
by said case-shift mechanism, when the
platen is in upper-case position, and the “1” S5
number key whereby either a positive or a
negative unit may be added in said totalizer,
irrespective of the letter-space position of .
said carriage, the character of said unit be
ing determined by the setting of said sub
90
traction-setting mechanism. . . .
72. in a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanism comprising number keys, a
letter-spacing carriage, a platen mounted in
said carriage, and case-shift mechanism for 95
Said platen, an algebraic totalizer, actuating

prevent control thereby when said platen is

by said totalizer, means controlled by said
case-shift mechanism for disabling said car
30 riage-controlled key connections so as to
prevent control thereby when said platen is
in upper-case position, and means con mechanism for said totalizer including con
nections controlled in part by said keys and
trolled
by said
mechanism,
the platen
is incase-shift
upper-case
position,when
and in part by letter-spacing movements of said
35 the “1” number key whereby said index carriage when said platen is in lower-case
may be shifted and a unit may be added in position, for causing numbers typewritten
said totalizer, irrespective of the letter to be added by said totalizer, said actuating
mechanism also including subtraction-set
space position of said carriage.
ting mechanism, means controlled by said
70.
In
a
combined
typewriting
and
com
40 puting machine, in combination, a typewrit case-shift mechanism for disabling said car
ing mechanism comprising number keys, a riage-controlled key connections so as to
letter-spacing carriage, a platen mounted in prevent control thereby when said platen is
said carriage, and case-shift mechanism for in upper-case position, means controlled by
said platen, an algebraic totalizer including said case-shift mechanism, when the platen
upper-case position, and the “1” num
a shiftable index, actuating mechanism for isberinkeywhereby
either a positive or a nega
said totalizer including connections con
tive
unit
may
be
added in said totalizer ir
trolled
in part by said keys, and in part by
letter-spacing movements of said carriage respective of the letter-space position of
when said platen is in lower-case position, said carriage, the character of said unit be.
50 for causing numbers typewritten to be added ing determined by the setting of said sub
mechanism, and means con
by said totalizer, means controlled by said traction-setting
by said case-shift mechanism for
case-shift mechanism for disabling said car trolled
riage-controlled key connections So as to locking all keys except said “1” key when
prevent control thereby when said platen is Said platen is in upper-case position.
55 in upper-case position, means controlled by 73. In a combined typewriting and com
said case-shift mechanism, when the platen puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
is in upper-case position, and the “1” nums ing mechanism comprising number keys, a
ber key whereby said index may be shifted letter-spacing carriage, a platen mounted in
and a unit may be added in said totalizer, said carriage, and case-shift mechanism for
60 irrespective of the letter-space position of Said platen, an algebraic totalizer including
said carriage, and means controlled by said a shiftable index, actuating mechanism for
case-shift mechanism for locking all keys Said totalizer including connections con
except said “1” key when said platen is in trolled in part by said keys and in part by
letter-spacing movements of said carriage
upper-case position.
65 71. In a combined typewriting and com when said platen is in lower-case position
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for causing numbers typewritten to be add
ed by said totalizer, said actuating mecha
nism also including subtraction-setting
mechanism,
means controlled by Said case
5 shift mechanism for disabling said car
riage-controlled key connections so as to
prevent control thereby when said platen is
in upper-case position, and means controlled
by said case-shift mechanism, when the
O platen is in upper-case position, and the “1”
number key whereby said index may be
shifted, and either a positive or a negative
unit may be added in said totalizer irrespec
tive of the letter-space position of said car
riage, the character of the unit added being
determined by the setting of Said subtrac
tion-setting mechanism.
74. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanism comprising number keys, a
letter-spacing carriage, a platen mounted in
said carriage, and case-shift mechanism for
said platen, an algebraic totalizer including
a shitable index, actuating mechanism for
said totalizer including connections con
trolled in part by said keys and in part by
letter-spacing movements of said carriage
when said platen is in lower-case position
for causing numbers typewritten to be added
30 by said totalizer, said actuating mechanism
also including subtraction - Setting mecha
raism, means controlled by said case-shift
mechanism for disabling said carriage-con
trolled key connections, so as to prevent con
trol thereby when Said platen is in upper
case position, means controlled by Said case
shift mechanism, when the platen is in up
per-case position, and the “1” number key
whereby said index may be shifted, and
ii) either a positive or a negative unit may be
added in said totalizer, irrespective of the
letter-space position of said carriage, the
character of the unit added being deter
mined by the setting of said subtraction
setting mechanism, and means controlled by
said case-shift mechanism for locking all
keys except said “1” key when said platen

55

is in upper-case position.
75. The combination with the number
keys of a computing machine, of means, ef
fective at Will, for locking all except a se
lected one of said keys, while leaving the re
maining key free for operation.
76. The combination with the number
keys of a computing machine, of a Series of
locking elements, means for causing Said
elements to lock all of said keys, and other
means for causing said elements to lock all
but one of said keys, while permitting the
remaining key to be operated.
7T. The combination with the number
keys of a computing machine, of a series of
key-locking elements, means for moving and
holding said elements in certain relative po

sitions, such as to prevent the operation of
any of said keys, and means for moving and
holding certain of said elements in different
relative positions, such as to prevent the op
eration of all but a selected one of said keys,
which is left free to be operated.
78. The combination with the number
keys of a computing machine and a series of

locking elements, mutually so related that the
operation of :ny cine of said keys will cause
Said elements to lock all the other's, of means
for so positioning certain of Said elements,
as to lock all but one of Said keys, while
permitting the remaining key to remain free
for operation.
79. The combination with the number
ik SS of a coin}}uting inachine and a series of
king elements, mutiially S6 related that
the operation of any one of said keys will
alse Said elements to lock all the others, of
an: for SO positioning said elements a
vs. and other means for
positioning certain of said ele
SC as to lock all but one of said keys,
pe"Initting the 'emaining key to be
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ges,

differently positioning certain of said ele ments of said carriage, for moving and

ments, so as to lock certain only of said keys,
any key not so locked being free to be op
erated.
85. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanism, including number-keys, a
platen, and case-shift mechanism for said
platen, a computing mechanism including
O key-locking means, and means, controlled by
said case-shift mechanism, for rendering
said key-locking means effective to lock
certain only of said keys when said platen
is in upper-case position, any key not so
15 locked being free to be operated.
86. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit

ing mechanism, including number-keys, a
platen, and case-shift mechanism for said
20 platen, a computing mechanism including
key-locking means, and means, controlled by
said case-shift mechanism, for rendering
said key-locking means effective to lock
all except a selected one of said keys when
said platen is in upper-case position, while
leaving the remaining key free for opera
tion.

87. In a combined typewriting and com

65

holding said elements in certain relative po
sitions, such as to prevent the operation of
any of said keys, and means, controlled by
said case-shift mechanism, for moving and
holding certain of said elements in differ
ent relative positions, such as to prevent the
operation of certain only of said keys when
Said platen is in upper-case position, any
key not so locked being free to be operated.
90. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanism, comprising number-keys, a
letter-spacing carrriage, a platen mounted
in said carriage, and case-shift mechanish 80
for said platen, a computing mechanism
including a series of key-locking elements.
means, controlled by letter-spacing move
ments of said carriage, for moving and
holding said elements in certain relative po 85
sitions, such as to prevent the operation of
any of said keys, and means, controlled
by said case-shift mechanism, for moving
and holding certain of said elements in.
different relative positions, such as to pre 90
vent the operation of all but a selected one
of said keys when said platen is in upper
case position, while leaving the selected key
free to be operated.
91. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
ing mechanism, comprising number-keys,
a letter-spacing carriage, a platen mounted
in Said carriage, and case-shift mechanism
for said platen, a computing mechanism
including a series of key-locking elements, (O
mutually so related that the operation of
any one of said keys will cause said ele
ments to lock all of the others, and means,
controlled by said case-shift mechanism, for
So positioning certain of said elements as to 105
lock all but one of said keys when said
platen is in upper-case position, while per
mitting the remaining key to remain free
for operation.
92. In a combined typewriting and com O
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit

puting machine, in combination, typewrit
30 ing mechanism, including number-keys, a
letter-spacing carriage, a platen mounted in
said carriage, and case-shift mechanism for
said platen, a computing mechanism includ
ing a series of locking elements, means con
trolled by letter-spacing movements of Said
carriage, for locking all of said keys, and
means, controlled by said case-shift mecha
nism, for causing said elements to lock cer
tain only of said keys when said platen is in
40 urter-case position, any key not so locked
being free to be operated.
88. In a combined typewriting and com
puting machine, in combination, typewrit
ing mechanism, including number-keys, a
letter-spacing carriage, a platen mounted in
said carriage, and case-shift mechanism for
said platen, a computing mechanism com
prising a series of locking elements, means, ing mechanism, comprising number-keys, a
controlled by letter-spacing movements of letter-spacing carriage, a platen mounted in
said carriage, for locking all of said keys, said carriage, and case-shift mechanism for
and means, controlled by said case-shift said platen, a computing mechanism includ
mechanism, for causing said elements to lock ing a series of key-locking elements, mutu
all except a selected one of said keys when ally so related that the operation of any one
said platen is in upper-case position, while of said keys will cause said elements to
leaving the remaining key free for opera lock all of the others, and means, controlled
by said case-shift mechanism, for so posi
tion. .
89. In a combined typewriting and com tioning certain of said elements as to lock
puting machine, in combination, a typewrit certain only of said keys when said platen
ing mechanism, comprising number-keys, a is in upper-case position, any key not so
GO letter-spacing carriage, a platen mounted in locked being free to be operated.
said carriage, and case-shift mechanism for 93. In a combined typewriting and com
said platen, a computing mechanism in puting machine, in combination, a typewrit
cluding a series of key-locking elements, ing mechanism, comprising number-keys, a
means, controlled by letter-spacing move letter-spacing carriage, a platen mounted
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in said carriage, and case-shift mechanish

for said platen, a computing mechanism
including : Series of key-lokiing elements,
Initually so related that the operation of
any one of Said i.eys will cause said eieiae is
to lok all of the others, li) eans, coint:"oileti
ily lette-spacing lovene: is of said ca'riage, for SO positioning said elements as to
C
!)ci: all of Si: i.ey's, and other means, {{}}ti'olled by said case-shift mechalism,
differently positioning certain of said
ments so as to lock 'ertain only of said i
when said 3.5 ii is in upper-case posit ... n.
any key not so locked being free to be op
ei'ited.
94. In a combined typewriting and coil
puting inacili.e. in combination, a typewrit
ing mechan comprising numbel'-keys, a
letter-spacing carriage, a piaten mounted in
said arriage, and case-shift mechanisin for
said plat
onputing mechanism includ
ing a series of is ey-locking elements, multi
&lly so related that the operation of ally one
of said keys sill cause said elements to lock
all of the others, ineans, controlled by the
letter-spacing lovenents of Said carriage,
for so positioning said elements as to losik all
of said ikeys, and other means, "(introlled
by said case-shift mechanism, for differ
ently positioning certain of said eleinents so
as to lock all but a selected one of said
keys when said platen is in upper-case posi
tion, while permitting the remaining key to
remain free for operation.
s
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95. In an algebraic computing machine,
in combination, an algebraic totalizer hav
ing a shiftable index, actuating mechanism
for said totalizer, including a set of number
representative, respectively, of the
digits “I” to “9, a set of index-setting de
vices ionally representative, respectively,
(of the digits “1” to “9, sibtraction-set
ting inechanisin, a general operato!', a nor
inally effective operating connection from
the “1” key to the “” index-setting device,
when the machine is set for addition, means
for shifting the connection from the “1”
ikey to the “S” index-setting device, when
the machine is set for subtration, an op
erating member for said shiftable index,
settable means on Said operating member,
capable of being set by the “1” key, through
the agency of the “S” index-setting device,
when the machine is set for subtraction,
through which the general operato' may
in part a drive (i eight steps to the index
shifting operating neimber, and settable
means on Said operating member, capable of
being set by said “1 key, through the
agency of the “1” index-setting device,
through which the general operator may
impart a two-step movement to said index
shifting operating member.
Witnesses:

LOUIS E. GILES.

EDITH B. Li BBEY,

JENNIE P. THORNE.
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